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About This Content

Soak up the sun in the new Miami - West Palm Beach route for Train Simulator and drive the commuter rail line under
cloudless blue skies from Mangonia Park to Miami Airport.

The 70 mile (114 km) long route runs parallel to the Southeast Florida coast and has 18 stations along its length. A typical
station on the route is composed of two side platforms connected by an overpass and two tracks, one for southbound trains and

the other for northbound trains

The most notable station along the stretch of line is West Palm Beach, which opened to passengers in 1925. This station was
fully restored in 1991 and is on the National Register of Historic Places, its pastel walls and iconic architecture contrast the

heady diesels that roll through.

The new Miami Airport Station features prominently alongside Miami Central Station, although it is still to be officially opened.
The two stations are a key point on the route, joining rail, metro, bus and airport shuttle services in one large transport hub

Under an agreement with the Florida Department of Transportation, CSX provides dispatch services, plant maintenance and
freight traffic on the route, alongside passenger services operated by Amtrak. The route is relatively high speed too, with a

maximum permissible speed of 79mph (127 km/h) for passenger traffic and 60mph (96 km/h) for freight traffic.

Also included with the route are the P42DC and the Dash 8-40CW locomotives. The Silver Star passenger service is replicated
on the route, which originates in Miami and runs all the way to New York along the Atlantic Coast. Between New York and
Washington the train is hauled by either ACS-64, HHP-8 or AEM-7 locomotives; between Washington and Miami, P42s are
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used. The Silver Star has a distinctive set of coaches so travellers can travel the long distance in comfort.

Scenarios

Eight scenarios for the route:

Welcome to Florida

Southern Silver Service

Rock Through the Night

Grand Opening

Dash 8 Yard Work

Silver Star to Miami

Mainline Freight

Florida Storm

More scenarios are available on Steam Workshop online and in-game. Train Simulator’s Steam Workshop scenarios are free and
easy to download, adding many more hours of exciting gameplay. With scenarios being added daily, why don’t you check it out

now!

Click here for Steam Workshop scenarios.

Key Features

70 mile (114km) route from Miami to West Palm Beach

Miami Central Station

New Miami Airport Station

Stunning Florida coastline

Historic West Palm Beach Station

Amtrak P42DC locomotive with Silver Star passenger cars

CSX Dash 8-40CW

Scenarios for the route

Quick Drive compatible
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Minimum:

OS:Windows® Vista / 7 / 8

Processor:Processor: 2.8 GHz Core 2 Duo (3.2 GHz Core 2 Duo recommended), AMD Athlon MP (multiprocessor variant or
comparable processors)

Memory:2 GB RAM

Graphics:512 MB with Pixel Shader 3.0 (AGP PCIe only)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:6 GB HD space

Sound:Direct X 9.0c compatible

Other Requirements:Broadband Internet connection

Additional:Quicktime Player is required for playing the videos

English,French,German
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It's enjoyable, but the energy system soils it.. Male wardancers? \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 off.. Some people like simple,
dumb, fun. AND HOLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 THE ONE WAY YOU CAN GET SIMPLER AND DUMBER THAN
THIS GAME IS TO MAKE IT A MOVIE AND CALL IT SNAKES ON A PLANE. Too hard so i quit.. Fun game, but paid
DLC for new clans? wish i could get my $30 back for the game. Never would have purchased if i knew i would have to put even
more money into it for the newer clans.
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Amazing novel, worth the time (and money I guess). Just get some ambient\/zombie music and you're set.. The game is
surprisingly playable with just keyboard controls. However, the final boss is complete bs on keyboard.. Not enough hotkeys,
basicaly played with one hand only which feels very wrong in an rts game.. Waste of money. Few maps, game play feels the
same every time. Good art, but sadly bad game play. Even though I bought it on sale, still too much money for a game like this. I
would pay a dollar tops.. A fairly decent side scrolling shooter that i got about 1and a half hours of enjoyment out of however
their is need of more enemy variety, unlockables, and less bug swarms , the outfit with the 35 bugbombs i found was the only
way to live long enough to get the points you need, but for the price a fun little tid bit. Perfect but not a superior aircraft , the
guns look awfull to me if you are looking for an amazing aircraft gunnery machine then go for IL-2 Sturmovik Battle of
Stalingrad. I think the game was drawn in paint. This isn't necessarily bad but the menu definitely does not look unified.
The gameplay would be fun if the controls were a little better.
You can fire in 8 directions and you have to maneuver your character side to side.
You can't change the direction you are firing while you are firing, so good luck responding to new incoming enemies.
I feel like the game could be really fun. However, the more I think about it, the more things I come up with that I did not enjoy.
The characters are interchangeable and in a game like this, you would expect weapon upgrades to drop.

https:\/\/youtu.be\/IE4IHKsN03Q. As a rail shooter it could have potential. However, the quickly becomes monotonous due to a
lack of variety both in enemies and in your own abilities.
My biggest complaint with High Templar is the complete and utter lack of narrative. I don't need cinematics or long intros, but a
couple lines of dialogue just to establish the universe you are playing in are VITAL. Why is there magic? Why are there
undead? Who\/What am I other than an ambiguously named "High Templar". What building am I in? Who owns it? What is
there agenda?
The narrative issue could be corrected largely in-game. Put the name of the organization the building belongs to on the side of
that cardboard box. Put the name of the chemical they where experimenting with that created the zombies on the side of those
tanks.... Little details that can flesh out a world with minimal effort.
What you have is bland gameplay in an unstructured universe that starts you out wondering "Why?" but ends with you asking
"Who cares?".. The idea is cool. The graphics are nice. The gameplay and controls... not so much.

Hopefully they will patch the gameplay to support xbox controllers better by default. I managed to fix the button mapping at the
intro screen but the responsivness is just not there.

Too easy to slide down stairs or accidentally throw the cat to their death. kind of a game ruiner for me.
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